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History

        Nauticomm was founded in 2015 as a satellite tracking service provider. We emphasized
improving the customer business with our team engineering capability and experience. 

        With opportunity, we expanded our business into land tracking and logistics IT which
growing significantly in recent years.

Nauticomm

        Nauticomm is asset tracking and remote communication service provider. We provide both
cellular land base tracking and global communication satellite monitoring solution to the
customer. With strong technology leading partners, we can develop the best system for any
business need.
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NAUTICOMM COMPANY LIMITED
Wholesale on a fee or contract basis of computers and
software, electronic and telecommunications equipment
299/8 Asok Montri Rd. Klongtoey-nua Wattana Bangkok,
Thailand 10110
0125558008856
02-107-2160 / 02-107-2161
connect@nauticomm.com
https://www.nauticomm.com



Vision

" Create a competitive advantage in transportation by improving the service even better."

Accurate Delivery Time Estimates Long Distance Logistics Tracking

Optimization Route Selection Proactive Maintenance

Accurate delivery time estimates
Notifying customers of the delivery date and time details is one of the basic transportation
services today. In addition to helping customers prepare the loading and unloading of goods.
It also helps in management if unexpected events occur during transportation as well.

Long Distance Logistics Tracking
Knowing traffic where the truck is on the go Container temperature sensing during
transportation and controlling the opening-closing of the container door from the office
Helps to ensure that the product is properly handled and safe. And it is very useful in terms
of operational supervision.

Optimization Route Selection
Choosing the right shipping route is one of the techniques that helps to make transportation
more efficient. If you can see every truck through the monitor screen and choose the most
best route. It will help shorten the distance and shorten the transportation time. The customer
receives the product in the most perfect condition. And can also reduce fuel costs

Proactive Maintenance

Customers expect service availability and products to be delivered within the agreed.
Proactive maintenance keeps trucks running at peak performance. Prevent travel delays
increase service life and help protect the profitability of the company.



Container tracking

Products and Services
 

Container tracking Truck tracking Boat fishing tracking 
 

E-Lock - JT701
Real time GPS tracking system for checking container location
Suitable for both domestic and cross-border transportation tracking with
Cable Lock system which can be unlocked, notified via website and
application.

Container tracking - CT1000
Container Tracking location and assets, easy to install low

maintenance not dependent on power supply because using
solar energy Install once, use for a long time.

Reefer Container tracking - CT3500
CT 3500 It can monitor location, humidity and control
temperature. fix problems quickly to prevent inside product
damage.

Report issue / Consult
24 Hrs.



Truck tracking

Boat fishing tracking

GPS tracking – T366G
Tracking devices for cars, motorcycles, small boats, small machines
within a waterproof standard of IP67 in the level of protection against
water penetration.

Vehicle tracking device and communication with a satellite network
L-Band is not affected by all weather conditions. Intended for use in
the area far. Suitable for fishing boats heavy equipment or various
measuring devices.

Truck tracking device with driver's license reader certified by
Department of Land Transport View historical data in both report and
graph formats via website and application

Truck tracking – VW01

Satellite communication tracking – ST6100



Tracking
Used for tracking Which needs to know the location and lock/unlock the container

Notification
Notification system through the application.

Vehicles
Show vehicle, Setting Fuel, Engine Oil, Vehicle check
Battery replacement

Report
Vehicle reports, Driver reports and Geofence reports

Graph
Fule graph and Speed limit graph

News
Show general news

LatlongGPSLatlongGPS

https://tr-ex.me/%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A3%E0%B9%81%E0%B8%9B%E0%B8%A5/%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%A4%E0%B8%A9-%E0%B9%84%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%A2/notification+system


Contact for more information
Phone 02-1072160 – 61

https://www.nauticomm.com
Email: connect@nauticomm.com 
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